**Hawaiian Applique**
Laura Soles  
*Skill Level: Intermediate*  
April 13  
Saturday ~ 11:00am – 3:00pm

Aloha! Join Laura for a day and learn the art of Hawaiian Applique. Her quilt top features four of the twenty flower blocks available in Elizabeth Root’s “Hawaiian Quilting” book. We’ll start you with the beautiful Protea flower. Grown on the slopes of Maui’s Haleakala Crater, this flower comes in a variety of shapes and colors. We will focus on traditional Hawaiian applique which features only two fabrics, background and a flower. You can add a contemporary twist to your project by adding more flower blocks and sashing like Laura’s wallhanging. In class, you’ll learn the basics of needle turn applique. We’ll also work on our basting skills, and essential part of Hawaiian applique. And to set the mood, we’ll listen to some beautiful Hawaiian music.

Fee: $28.95  *(includes block pattern and fabrics)*

---

**Fallen Stars – Simple Triangles**
Barb Hudak  
*Skill Level: Intermediate*  
April 26 and May 3  
Friday ~ 11:00am – 1:00pm

The stars in Barb’s newest quilt were made with one tool – Creative Grids 60º Triangle ruler. Using this ruler, you will learn to make 60º triangles, 30º triangles and trapezoids from strips. Since Barb loved the newest fabric line from Marcia Derse, she used three colorways with two values each, (dark and medium), to create a strong contrast within the design. A border of triangles adds interest to the piece, as does the pieced binding used to finish the 41” x 45” quilt.

Fee: $44.95  *(includes a $24.95 book)*

---
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---

**QC Quilting and Needlework Seminar at Trax**

Saturday ~ March 9th ~ 10:30am – 4:00pm

This event continues to be one of your favorites, and it has definitely become one of ours as well! Again this year, you will enjoy an entire day of short quilting and stitchery seminars presented by local and regional experts (twenty-five different topics from which to select!). In addition you will enjoy a fantastic Trax lunch, a charitable opportunity, quilt display and goodie bags. A complete list of the seminars and other details is included in the event schedule available after February 10th. This event fills very quickly (long before the schedule is released), so make sure to sign up soon! Fee: $39.95  *(includes a day of instruction, box lunch and goodie bag)*